Science, Technology Environment and Public Policy
Specialization

This is a checklist for students in the Science, Technology, Environment and Public Policy specialization who began at MSU Fall 2004 or after. Students should fulfill each of the following six requirements:

1. Gateway
   (one of the below classes)
   FW/MC 181 _______
   LBS 133 _______

2. Experiential
   (any one of these three options)
   1. One of the following:
      FW480 _______
      FW 493 _______
      LBS 493 _______
   2. Both of the following
      MC 400 _______
      MC 401 _______
   3. One of the following
      MC 399^2 _______
      MC 490H^2 _______

3. History, Philosophy, & Sociology of Science
   (any one of these courses)
   ENG 483 _______
   EPI 390 _______
   FW 211 _______
   FW 481 _______
   HIST 425 _______
   JRN 412 _______
   LBS 330 _______
   LBS 332 _______
   LBS 333 _______
   LBS 336 _______
   LBS 368 _______

4. Public Policy
   (any two of these courses)
   ABM 400 _______
   ABM 427 _______
   ANR 250 _______
   EC 310 _______
   EEP 320 _______
   ESA 430 _______
   ESA 433 _______
   ESA 440 _______
   ESA 460 _______
   FOR 464 _______
   FOR 466 _______
   FSC 421 _______
   LBS 334 _______
   LBS 335 _______
   LBS 355 _______
   MC 324D _______
   MC 348 _______
   MC 361 _______
   MC 363 _______
   MC 364 _______
   MC 380 _______
   MC 445 _______
   MC 450 _______
   NUR 401 _______
   PRR 371 _______
   PRR 388 _______

5. Science Applications
   Classes in this category must be at the 200-level or above, consist primarily of natural science, and not be integrative studies courses.
   Students should check with the STEPPS Coordinator to ensure that the particular course they choose will adequately fulfill this category

6. Capstone Course
   MC 300 _______ 4 or LBS 492 _______ 5

---

1 A student may petition the Coordinator of STEPPS to allow for any class not on this list to be substituted for one that is. In these cases the final decision is left to the Coordinator, and students should always seek approval before enrolling in the class.
2 The project done in completion of MC 399 or MC 490H must be relevant to STEPPS and conducting under the guidance of a STEPPS faculty member. Students should therefore seek approval from the STEPPS Coordinator before enrolling.
3 At least two of the four courses in the Public Policy, the Science Applications, or the History, Philosophy and Sociology of Science requirements must be taken outside of the student’s major department.
4 The only MC 300 that will fulfill the Capstone Course requirement is MC 300: STEPPS Capstone Course.
5 Only LBS 492 courses that contain significant science policy content will be accepted to fulfill the Capstone Course requirement. Students should therefore seek approval from the STEPPS Coordinator before enrolling.